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Disaster-related research has its own interdisciplinary perspectives connected to the
disaster cycle (response, recovery, prevention, and preparedness). This Special Issue focuses
on interdisciplinary geosciences perspectives of tsunami that cover the whole process of
tsunami disasters (generation, propagation, impact assessment, psychological perspectives,
and planning).

This Special Issue “Interdisciplinary Geosciences Perspectives of Tsunami Volume
3” provides a collection of recent studies on tsunami-related problems from the current
understanding of tsunami generation/recurrent, simulation of seismic and non-seismic
tsunamis, tsunami protection, damage/risk assessment, climate change impact on tsunami
and tsunami resilience. Mutaqin et al. (2021) [1] performed radiocarbon dating of coral
and seashell samples for examining historical earthquake-generated tsunamis along the
Alas Strait, West Sumbawa, in Indonesia. Similarly, Williams et al. (2020) [2] performed
radiocarbon and radiometric dating and reevaluated the depositional evidence available
for Samoa, offering a more robust interpretation of the temporal and spatial records of
tsunami events preserved in the Samoan sedimentary record. Marras and Mandli et al.
(2021) [3] performed a review of tsunami modeling and simulation in various perspectives
and described the different approaches to tsunami modeling from generation to impact,
underlining the limits of each model based on the flow régime and the perspective of
a future comprehensive multi-scale modeling infrastructure to simulate a full tsunami.
Sadaka and Dutykh (2020) [4] proposed a new tsunami propagation model using new
technology/software and a novel adaptivity technique, along with all source codes nec-
essary for implementation. Momeni et al. (2020) [5] performed a stochastic analysis of
tsunami hazard along the Makran Subduction Zone by verifying the historical event in
1945 and evaluating the effect of uncertain fault geometry and earthquake slip based on
simulated near-shore wave profiles. Arnaud et al. (2021) [6] considered sea level rise as a
climate change impact to potential tsunami caused by collapse of the Cumbre Vieja volcano
in La Palma, Canary Islands (French West Indies) using tsunami inundation modeling.
Pakoksung et al. (2021) [7] performed a probabilistic tsunami hazard analysis of a volcanic
eruption tsunami based on the perspective of the 1716 eruption in Taal Lake, Philippines
and evaluated the impact on buildings using tsunami inundation model results. Silva
and Araki (2020) [8] investigated a wall and trench combination to identify its benefits
as a defense measure against an overtopping tsunami-like wave by focusing several ar-
rangements and geometries of a wall and trench combined structural system, located on
the shoreline. Paulik et al. (2020) [9] applied the exposure component of a risk model
framework to deliver a first national-scale assessment of New Zealand’s population and
built-environment exposure in tsunami evacuation zones. Gu et al. (2021) [10] offered an
end-to-end workflow to define relief zone suitability and equitable relief service zones
for Los Angeles (LA) County by considering a wide variety of inputs, including geolog-
ical features, population, and public safety. Pushpalal and Suzuki [11] proposed a new
methodology as a mathematical model for measuring tsunami resilience with the theory of
springs, using aggregation of three components of the effective resilience namely, onsite
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capacity, instantaneous survivability, and recovery potential of the area. The editor wishes
that the readers will gain benefits from the various interdisciplinary papers collected in
this Special Issue.
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